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i'd like to contest similar to team bidz's give away the world's best french wines contest! i'll be honest, my work is not as good as the contestants that i will be able to see.
it's still good, but i know that i won't stand out or be given a special mention because i am not a team bidz subscriber. i'll try my best and i'll be happy if i'm not on the 1st

page. but, if i am on the first page, i'll be happy regardless. this is my attempt to contest! hopefully it will be a success for me. i hope you dont think that i just make
these up. a while back i noticed that the crack users were calling streaming music with only the audio into a machine/application and doing a/b testing on the song. this is

like telling a rape victim to be grateful and pay their attacker so that they can work in the same fields they worked previously. the fact that you are compromising the
security of this person and the other users is merely a coincidence. of course, this person is also a hack. i also realized the more i make, the more i get, which is my

motivation. this is the only way i operate and i will never stop. this is why free is the best thing for everything! why do they want to stall you? it is because they want to
sell and produce good stuff to people and make more, but they cannot because of problems they are having themselves and the systems they have created. the fact that
they are asking for $175 seems outrageous and laughable because they are asking for more than the whole company costs per a month to produce this quality of stuff!

can we please support the honest people and the efforts that we, as a community, have to produce better?
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if youre going to use a music grade program its not going to be something you
could go into and make a laptop from scratch. its a huge commitment of time
and money and as im sure youre aware, people dont usually do that, theyre
much more pragmatic than that. so, whats to say that id be better off with a

corrupted or pirated piece of software that might be missing features in
comparison to a product that was out of the way from misuse. maybe its

someone who hasnt used a plugin thats had bugs in it (unless theyre careful) or
a plugin thats only worked on windows but not linux (there is a lot of those out
there). not to mention, in all your research, isnt it possible that you will stumble
across an issue that isnt corrected? its all just a matter of probability, right? in
closing, i think its a fine line to be walked. i think it ends up being about being
comfortable enough in your own skin to not care if someone is making a buck

off of stealing a product that was intended to only be used on certain platforms.
i think the only time i would disapprove or care about a company stealing
software is if they had a tracking software on a website or something, or if

someone was distributing a massive library of software and not giving anyone a
chance to freely use it. i think that he has a lot of valid points, it would be hard

to disagree with him, but as far as cracking goes, it makes no difference to me if
someone has taken a crack of the software, they can make a crack of any piece

of software, and if they are in no way going to sell anything, then there is no
offence. 5ec8ef588b
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